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Abstract

counselors are unable to assume full responsibility for a crisis situation until they have some experience, training often includes human-to-human
role-playing (American Association of Suicidology, 2012; Suicide Prevention Resource Center,
2007). Role-playing has been shown to improve
crisis intervention training (Cross et al., 2011).
However, such training takes a lot of human time,
which centers struggle to provide.
Instead of attempting to scale services by replacing human counselors and trying to automate
the generation of empathetic responses, we seek to
build a training tool that can augment hotline training and empower more counselors. As a first component, we develop a chat interface where novices
can practice formulating responses by interacting
with a simulated distressed individual.
To build such a system, we collect synthetic
role-play transcripts that provide example scenarios and example messages.Because real transcripts
may contain scenarios that cannot be fully deidentified, we hope that synthetic transcripts will
enable the development of a training system without violating the confidentiality of anyone contacting a real hotline. Here, we consider the one-sided
case of simulating the individual in distress with
the intention of eventually providing a training environment for novice counselors to practice counseling without putting anyone in danger.
In the application we consider, and in many similarly data-constrained applications, language generation methods may be challenged by the limited
data that can initially be collected. To surmount
this issue, we explore the extent to which retrieval
methods can be improved to provide an engaging
chat experience. More specifically, we consider
whether improved embedding methods, which enable better representation of text, improve retrieval
models through better comparisons of text similarity. Briefly stated, we ask two research questions:

A fundamental challenge when training counselors is presenting novices with the opportunity to practice counseling distressed individuals without exacerbating a situation. Rather
than replacing human empathy with an automated counselor, we propose simulating an individual in crisis so that human counselors in
training can practice crisis counseling in a lowrisk environment. Towards this end, we collect
a dataset of suicide prevention counselor roleplay transcripts and make initial steps towards
constructing a CRISISbot for humans to counsel while in training. In this data-constrained
setting, we evaluate the potential for message
retrieval to construct a coherent chat agent
in light of recent advances with text embedding methods. Our results show that embeddings can considerably improve retrieval approaches to make them competitive with generative models. By coherently retrieving messages, we can help counselors practice chatting in a low-risk environment.
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Introduction

Suicide prevention hotlines can provide immediate care in critical times of need (Gould et al.,
2012, 2013; Ramchand et al., 2016). These hotlines are expanding services to text to meet growing demands and adapt to shifts in communication
trends (Smith and Page, 2015). Crisis helplines
rely on counselors who are trained in a variety of
skills, such as empathy, active listening, assessing
risk of suicide, de-escalation, and connecting individuals to longer term solutions (Gould et al.,
2013; Paukert et al., 2004).
Properly training counselors is critical yet difficult as, resource costs aside, counselors need to
practice and develop expertise in realistic environments that are low-risk, i.e., they do not put
distressed individuals in danger. Because novice
1
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Visitor

RQ1 Do improved embedding methods retrieve
coherent responses to a single turn of context
more often than commonly-used TF-IDF or
generative models?

Counselor

Our results show that recent developments in
embedding methods have considerably improved
dialogue retrieval, which is promising for the use
of these methods in data-limited applications. We
also find that extending retrieval to consider additional messages of context does improve baselines. This indicates the potential for retrieval
methods to benefit data-limited dialogue systems
and the need to re-evaluate baselines for generative models. Within the setting that we study, our
results provide promise for building a chat module
that can enable crisis counselors to practice before
interacting with individuals in need.

Well, my parents have been
fighting a lot for the past few
months and I got a C
ri
on a test today

Figure 1: A conversation snippet showing a visitor’s
response ri to a counselor’s message mi with preceding
context, i.e., a visitor’s message ci .

dialogue. Some studies have looked at defining
or learning scoring functions over IDF weights to
construct retrieval scores (Krause et al., 2017; Ritter et al., 2011). Most similar to our work is a
system that considered similarities of full histories
of dialogues in addition to a previous turn of context (Banchs and Li, 2012) and another study that
hand-tuned weights in a scoring function on IDF
weights to include additional messages of context
(Sordoni et al., 2015). However, these works used
similarities calculated over TF-IDF (Baeza-Yates
et al., 2011) and bag-of-words of representations,
instead of more recent embedding methods (Bojanowski et al., 2016; Conneau et al., 2017; Pennington et al., 2014; Peters et al., 2018; Subramanian et al., 2018), which we explore.

Related Work

Considerable potential for automating a counselor
was shown with the initial rule-based Eliza system (Weizenbaum, 1966) and recent developments
have sought to target systems for delivering cognitive behavioral therapy (Fitzpatrick et al., 2017).
Other studies have looked at the effect of suicide prevention counselor training (Gould et al.,
2013), identifying patterns of successful crisis hotline counselors (Althoff et al., 2016), automating
counselor evaluation (Pérez-Rosas et al., 2017),
and building a dashboard for crisis counselors (Dinakar et al., 2015). There is additional work to
identify supportive and distressed behaviors and
language in online forums (Balani and De Choudhury, 2015; De Choudhury and De, 2014; Wang
and Jurgens, 2018) and support forum moderators
(Hussain et al., 2015). Most similar to our study,
was one study that showed the potential for an
avatar system to help train medical doctors to deliver news to patients (Andrade et al., 2010). However, this study did not target counselors or train
conversation strategies. To our knowledge, there
has been no work on automating the individual
seeking help to improve counselor training.
2.1

ci

This is a safe place to talk.
Tell me more about what is
going on to make you
mi
feel sad and stressed

RQ2 Can we extend retrieval baseline models to
consider more than one turn of context when
selecting a response?
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I did not know who
to talk to

3

Dataset

We collected a dataset of synthetic chat transcripts
between suicide prevention counselors and hotline
visitors. An example of such a conversation is
shown in Figure 1 and additional examples are discussed in the Results section. Artificial or roleplay transcripts were generated by trained counselors in order to protect the identity of any individuals who may contact crisis hotlines. We chose
this approach because retrieval should not be used
on datasets consisting of real conversations. Such
datasets have been explored in prior work to understand effective hotline conversations (Althoff
et al., 2016).

Text Retrieval for Dialogue Systems

Previous systems have explored the use of retrieving messages from related contexts for continuing
2

Role-playing between experienced and novice
counselors is a common tool for crisis counselor
training, and is a task counselors are often exposed to before being approved to work on a hotline (American Association of Suicidology, 2012;
Kalafat et al., 2007). In addition to expecting
role-playing to be a natural task for hotline counselors, prior work on short, unstructured social dialogues between peers found that self-dialogues,
i.e., where an individual would produce both sides
of a two-person dialogue, generated high quality
and creative example conversations (Krause et al.,
2017). We followed this work and asked experienced counselors to self-role-play scenarios of a
counselor working with a hotline visitor. We collected transcripts in three phases: full role-plays,
visitor-only role-plays, and counselor-paraphrase
role-plays.

Unique conversations
Visitor-only role-plays
Counselor-only role-plays
Visitor messages
Counselor messages
Counselor paraphrases

Count
254
182
118
9062
5320
2999

Table 1: Statistics on role-play transcripts. Phase indicates the study phase during which each set of data
was collected. Each counselor paraphrase reworded a
single counselor message.

that might be made.
Additional data were collected for evaluating
models, as will be discussed below. All study
methods were approved by the university’s Internal Review Board.
3.2

3.1

Phase
1
2
3
1-2
2
3

Collection

Dataset Statistics

In total, 32 crisis counselors participated in the
study and wrote example messages. In general, the
transcripts represent a broad range of scenarios.
Statistics on the resulting dataset are in Table 1. In
the following results, we do not include messages
generated in the second phase of the study.

After consenting to participate in the study, counselors were invited to the first of three phases. In
the first phase, counselors were asked to role-play
both sides of a potential crisis text conversation.
To be representative of common demographic of
individuals who contact a helpline over text, counselors were prompted to role-play a youth experiencing trouble in school and with their parents.
This persona was chosen to represent a common
scenario that a counselor may encounter in a textbased conversation. The counselors were able to
decide if the fictional youth was experiencing suicidal thoughts, specific issues they were having,
and if they felt better by the end of the conversation. Transcripts were required to be 20 turns for
each counselor and visitor (40 turns total). However, participants were able to extend the conversation to at most 60 turns total, if they chose. Messages were unconstrained in length, but it was suggested that they resemble SMS messages.
Counselors who participated in a second phase
of the study were given the counselor’s side of a
transcript generated in the first phase of the study
and asked to role-play only the youth experiencing
trouble in a way that fit with the counselor’s messages. Participants in the third phase of the study
were given a full transcript generated in the first
phase and asked to generate counselor paraphrases
that reworded and possibly improved the original
counselor messages. The second and third phases
were designed to increase the variety of responses
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Methods

After preprocessing, we consider two tasks: how
to return a visitor response to a single input counselor message and how to return a visitor response
when considering a counselor input message and
preceding conversation context. For responding
to a single counselor input message, we consider
two approaches: one based on cosine similarity
of vector representations and the other based on
likelihood. For responding to a counselor message
when considering additional conversation context,
we extend retrieval to consider additional messages of context, i.e., an additional message preceding the counselor’s last message. For generating responses, we consider a popular Seq2Seq
model (Sutskever et al., 2014; Vinyals and Le,
2015) and a hierarchical neural model (Park et al.,
2018).
4.1

Data Preprocessing

Names were standardized to be popular American male or female baby names from the last 5
decades. Entire messages were tokenized with appropriate tokenizers for each embedding method
and converted to lowercase, as appropriate.
3

4.2

Response Retrieval Considering a Single
Message

lated over the sum of the previous messages embeddings, i.e., considering contexts ci and cj that
precede a test message mi and a training message mj respectively, we choose rj 0 such that j 0 =
arg maxj sim(mi + ci , mj + cj ).
As a second approach, we measure context similarity as the weighted sum of context and message similarities: j 0 = arg maxj sim(mi , mj ) +
λsim(ci , cj ). The weight parameter λ is found via
cross-validation to optimize the similarity of embedded responses returned with true responses on
a development set.
Third, for the likelihood based model, we again
consider the response from the training set that
returns the highest likelihood, as calculated by a
Seq2Seq model. To include an additional context
message, we concatenate preceding messages before encoding and decoding.

For the first retrieval approach we consider, let
a message input to the system be mi . Let MN
and RN be all the N messages and responses, respectively, in the training set and mj and rj indicate individual messages and responses in the
training set. The first method considers all the
messages in the training set and returns the response rj 0 to the message mj 0 that shares the highest cosine similarity with the input message, i.e.,
j 0 = arg maxj sim(mi , mj ) where j indexes over
the messages in the training set.
Similarity is commonly calculated as cosine
similarity between TF-IDF vector representations
of the input (i.e., counselor) message mi and messages in the training set. We compare the TFIDF representation with additional vector representations of the counselor input. Exhaustive comparison of embedding methods is not feasible, so
we chose popular, successful, and diverse embeddings: GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014), FastText
(Bojanowski et al., 2016), Attract-Repel (Vulić
et al., 2017), and ELMo (Peters et al., 2018; Gardner et al., 2018). We also consider two sentence
embeddings: InferSent (Conneau et al., 2017) and
GenSen (Subramanian et al., 2018). Messages are
embedded by summing the embeddings of their elements, e.g., across words or sentences for appropriate embeddings.
For the second retrieval approach, we select the
response from the training data that is most probable, i.e, j 0 = arg maxj P (rj |mi ) where mi is
again the input message and j indexes over training examples. With this approach, which we will
refer to as S2S-retrieve, the probability of a response is calculated by a Seq2Seq model trained
on counselor-visitor message-response pairs. All
Seq2Seq models were trained in the OpenNMT
framework (Klein et al., 2017).
4.2.1

4.3

Response Generation

For generating a response to a single counselor message, we consider a Seq2Seq model
(Sutskever et al., 2014).
When considering an additional message of
context, we first use the Seq2Seq model with the
preceding messages concatenated into a single input. Second, we use a Variational Hierarchical
Conversation RNN (VHCR) that explicitly models
prior conversation state with a hierarchical structure of latent variables (Park et al., 2018). This
model has been shown to improve on other models
that adjust for context when there is more than one
preceding utterance (Park et al., 2018). Seq2Seq
and VHCR model embeddings are initialized with
GloVe vectors (Pennington et al., 2014).

5

Experiments

For the two response selection tasks, we randomly
separated transcripts into training, development,
and test sets, with the training set accounting for
80% of the conversations and the rest evenly distributed between development and test sets. Counselor paraphrases were assigned to the set that
their original message was assigned to. Messages
were not randomly shuffled, but separated by conversation, to avoid training on data related to the
test data. For both research questions, a response
was either generated from a model trained on the
training set or retrieved from the bank of training examples for every counselor message or paraphrased counselor message in the test set.

Response Retrieval Considering More
than One Message of Context

When multiple messages of context are present,
we propose including the additional context in the
retrieval methods in three ways. For this work,
we consider only one message in the conversation
that precedes the counselor’s input message to be
additional context, as indicated in Figure 1.
First, we consider the response from the training data rj 0 that has the highest similarity calcu4

gen.

retrieval

Method
Random
TF-IDF
Attract-Repel
ELMo
FastText
GloVe
GenSen
InferSent
S2S-retrieve

Embedding
unit
–
word
word
word
word
word
sentence
sentence
–

Selection
metric
–
cos-sim
cos-sim
cos-sim
cos-sim
cos-sim
cos-sim
cos-sim
likelihood

Percent that
made sense
25.30
60.34
58.50
65.88
62.71
58.63
64.16
61.79
67.46

Avg. tokens
in response
15.1
13.1
18.3
14.5
16.2
15.9
14.5
14.9
8.8

Avg. tokens
in MS
12.6
12.4
16.2
14.0
15.5
15.1
14.2
14.0
8.2

S2S-generate

–

–

64.16

11.7

10.8

Ground truth

–

–

89.33

14.6

14.6

Table 2: Performance of methods used to return a response to a single input message. MS indicates the set of
responses that crowdworkers judged as making sense in context, rather than all the responses that the method
returned. Both the best performing method and ground truth results are in bold.

5.1

Evaluation

two crowdworkers to label each response and a
third crowdworker to break any ties. All cases
where crowdworkers indicated that they were unsure were considered to be labeled as not coherent.
With this voting approach, on a trial set of message and response pairs, crowdworker labels corresponded with researcher determined labels with
a Cohen’s Kappa of 0.69 (Cohen, 1968), indicating considerable agreement.

To evaluate the overall quality of responses that
methods returned, we follow prior work that indicated there is currently no automatic equivalent
and used human judges (Liu et al., 2016). These
judges were crowdworkers on Amazon Mechanical Turk1 who had been granted Masters status and
were located in the United States. Crowdworkers were presented with instructions, labeled examples, and batches of 10 cases where they were
asked to judge responses to messages.
To evaluate methods for the first research question, crowdworkers were given a single message
and a response and asked to judge the response.
For the second research question, crowdworkers
were given two messages of context and a highlighted response and asked to judge the response.
In contrast to studies that rank on scales (Lowe
et al., 2017), we directly asked the workers to decide if a response made sense or not. In addition
to indicating that a response did or did not make
sense, we allowed a third class for workers to indicate if they were unsure without additional context. We found these classes to be sufficiently descriptive to consistently label messages between
researchers. In preliminary trials with crowdworkers, there was insufficient agreement on labels.
This instability of labels could stem from a variety of causes, including uncertainty about whether
a change of topic should be considered a coherent
response. To surmount this ambiguity, we asked
1

5.2

Performance Metrics

To assess the quality of a method at returning responses, we take messages from a held-out test set
and return a response to it by either selecting a
message from the training set or generating a response with a model trained on the message and
response pairs in the training set. The split into
training, development, and test sets is held constant across methods. We ask crowdworkers to
judge whether each response makes sense as a possible response to the given message and aggregate
multiple crowdworker decisions into a single label
for each returned response. We then use the percent of responses returned by a method that were
labeled as making sense as an indicator of method
performance. The higher percent of messages that
made sense as responses, the better the method is
at responding coherently. We also consider the
number of tokens in each response returned by a
method and average the number across all the responses returned as a surrogate for how interesting
the responses are. Presumably, longer messages
are more interesting than short responses.

https://www.mturk.com/
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Decision
Makes sense

Mismatched

Unclear
Other

Subcategory
Answers the counselor’s question(s)
Logical response, fits the conversation
Not perfect, but conceivable someone could respond this way
Agrees/disagrees with counselor’s statement
Doesn’t answer or respond to the question
Messages are unrelated
Doesn’t fit, seem right, or make sense
Responses answers a different question
Response is a bad, incoherent message
Message is from a different part of the conversation
Response is vague or confusing
Worker just didn’t know
Can’t tell without more context
Explanation of why worker is unsure
Researchers were unsure what rationale meant
Description of message content

Count
17
15
7
2
11
9
4
3
3
2
4
3
2
1
13
4

Table 3: Themes in crowdworker rationales for why a response made sense or not. The count is the number of
rationales out of a subset of 100 pairs that shared the theme.

5.3

Random and Ground Truth Baselines

to consider an additional message of context. We
also consider rationales for why responses do or
do not make sense.

For the first research question, we included a
method that randomly selected responses from the
training set to messages in the test set. This
method is intended as a baseline for how easy the
task was for a method to guess responses.
For both the first and second research questions,
we included a method that returned ground truth
visitor responses from the test set as an indicator
of how hard the task was for humans to determine
response quality without additional context.
5.4

6.1

Retrieval methods showed a clear benefit over randomly selecting responses, i.e., retrieval methods
returned a higher percent of coherent messages, as
judged by crowdworkers (Table 2). ELMo embeddings and three other embeddings (FastText, InferSent, and GenSen) improved on the commonly
used TF-IDF retrieval baseline. This suggests that
retrieval methods with recent embeddings provide
stronger baselines for generative methods and may
continue to improve alongside better embedding
methods. However, only the ELMo embeddings
surpassed the Seq2Seq generative model in percent of coherent messages returned, indicating the
potential of generative models even in this datalimited setting.
Retrieving responses with a Seq2Seq likelihood
score returned the highest percent of coherent responses, but the shortest messages on average.
Short messages may indicate that, while coherent,
the messages may be less engaging or interesting
for an interactive environment.
When assessing crowdworker rationales for deciding if a response was coherent, we found 16
themes or reasons why crowdworkers would decide whether a response made sense (Table 3).
Crowdworkers cited more ways that responses did
not make sense than ways a response would be coherent. Examples of messages in the test set and
the corresponding responses that each method re-

Assessing Why Responses Are Coherent

To understand how crowdworkers decided if a
response was coherent, we asked crowdworkers
to evaluate responses on a set of 100 messageresponse pairs and additionally provide a rationale for their decision. For each of 50 test messages, we made two pairs: one with a response
randomly selected from the training messages and
the other with the ground truth response from the
test set. These two methods where chosen to generate pairs that were not likely and likely to be coherent. We directly asked whether the response
was coherent and “Why did you choose that option?” with an open text box for crowdworkers to
enter a rationale. We read and grouped the rationales into themes of why responses did or did not
make sense.

6

Comparing Retrieval Methods for a
Single Message of Context

Results

We present results on two tasks corresponding to
our two research questions: retrieving a response
to a counselor’s message and extending retrieval
6

Example 1
Wow, not even 18 but already paying the bills. How
old are you?

Example 2
Sounds like a great plan,
take care Jessica... we’re
here 24/7 in case you need to
talk to us again

Example 3
Hi, I’m Michael! What is
your name? Location?

Random

I took a small amount. (N)

Yes, please. (N)

Tf-idf

I’m 17. (Y)

Attract-Repel
ELMo

I feel lonely (N)
14 (Y)

Sometimes I have to. They
don’t really like hanging out
with him. (N)
Thanks, it’s good to talk about
this stuff. I have to go eat dinner now (Y)
Maybe. Maybe next time. (N)
ok thx (Y)

FastText

14 (Y)

ok thx (Y)

GloVe

Maybe. Maybe next time. (N)

GenSen

Im 15, i have a twin but hes a
boy. Im a girl. They let him
get away with evvvverything
at home and school (Y)
14 (Y)

InferSent

14 (Y)

S2S-retrieve

I’m 15 and I’m pretty sure.
Life is lame and I can’t go on
like this anymore. (Y)
I’m 15 and I’m pretty sure .
Life is lame and I can’t go on
like this anymore . (Y)
Yea it’s awkward. Im 17, be
18 in 4mo (Y)

Responses

Message

Method

S2S-generate
Ground truth

Hi Michael, this is Christopher. I’m in Daly City and I
need help. (Y)
I’m Jennifer (Y)
i’d rather not say my name. is
this space confidential (Y)
i’d rather not say my name. is
this space confidential (Y)
i’d rather not say my name. is
this space confidential (Y)

Okay. I got it. Thank you.
You were really helpful. I was
feeling really awful but I’m
feeling better now. (Y)
Yes please. I’ll be right back.
(N)
Maybe (Y)

i’d rather not say my name. is
this space confidential (Y)

Okay, I will message you tomorrow. Thank you (Y)

i’d rather not say my name. is
this space confidential (Y)

You too (Y)

My name is Christopher and
I’m in Golden Gate Park. (Y)

i’d rather not say my name. is
this space confidential (Y)
i’d rather not say my name. is
this space confidential (Y)

Table 4: Examples of three counselor messages and the corresponding visitor response output from each method.
These examples are from the first research question, where only one preceding counselor message is considered.
Whether crowdworkers thought a response made sense or not is indicated parentheses as ”Y” and ”N”, respectively.

turned for them are shown in Table 4.
6.2

ered the ELMo embeddings, as they were found to
perform best in the first research question. Three
out of four retrieval methods returned a higher percent of coherent messages than both generative
models, indicating that including more context for
generative models is challenging. Again using the
Seq2Seq likelihood to retrieve responses returned
the highest percent of messages that made sense.
However, these responses also had the fewest tokens, implying generic, short messages that might
score low on a qualitative scale of how engaging
an interactive system is.

Extending Retrieval to Include
Additional Messages of Context

Providing crowdworkers with an additional message of context appeared to impact their impression of whether responses made sense in context.
When presented with an additional message of
context, i.e, one visitor message and one counselor message, crowdworkers found a larger percent of the ground truth responses from the test
set to make sense (Table 5). In contrast, when
provided with an additional message of context to
evaluate a response, crowdworkers judged a lower
percent of responses returned by the ELMo-based
retrieval method to be coherent (61.40%, Table 5)
than when they were only presented with a single
message of context (65.88%, Table 2). Incorporating a previous message of context into a similarity
score increased the percent of coherent messages
returned, but by less than 1%. We only consid-
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Discussion

In contrast to many popular dialogue datasets (Serban et al., 2015), the transcripts we collected have
a relatively high number of turns (minimum 40
total turns per conversation), implying rich conversations. These conversations are also interesting for their unique position of having distinct
roles for participants, a counselor and a distressed
7

gen.

retrieval

Method
ELMo
ELMo-sum
ELMo-weight
S2S-retrieve
S2S-generate
VHCR-generate
Ground truth

Incorporation of additional context
–
Measure similarity of sum
of embedded messages
Weight similarities of previous messages
Concatenate context
Concatenate context
Models conversation
–

Percent that
made sense
61.40
51.78

Avg. tokens
in response
14.6
15.6

Avg. tokens
in MS
13.6
15.2

61.66

14.9

13.9

65.48
58.89
55.07
91.30

5.5
8.3
10.8
14.6

4.6
7.3
8.4
14.7

Table 5: Performance of methods used to retrieve or generate responses when an additional message of context is
considered, i.e., two total messages. MS denotes only responses that were considered to make sense in context.
Both the best performing method and ground truth results are in bold.

to which we have considered context so far. Because the conversations we collected are long relative to some other datasets it is likely more context will be necessary to produce a coherent simulation. We have begun to methodically look at
the effects of incrementally including more context and extending retrieval models beyond a single message. These initial steps indicate the impact context has and provide important baselines
for comparing future, more general models.

youth, and related themes. We find retrieval to
be a competitive approach with generative models and return responses that make sense for more
than 60% of input messages. We also find themes
for how responses can seem to be coherent.
Giving crowdworkers an additional message of
context to judge whether a response was coherent or not affected their decisions. It appeared
that ground truth responses were easier to distinguish as coherent and fewer retrieved messages
were judged as coherent if an additional message
of context was presented. This indicates the importance of context, especially during evaluation.

8

Conclusion

Our work shows promise that data-limited applications may build initial systems with retrieval methods powered by recently developed embeddings.
By collecting role-play transcripts and showing results in a data-limited context, we have demonstrated the potential to develop a successful simulation of a hotline visitor that novice counselors
can practice with during training. We found that
retrieval methods became more competitive with
improved embedding methods and surpassed generative methods when more context was considered. We also found that context had impact on
how difficult it was for crowdworkers to evaluate
responses.
As a next step, we plan to explore better leveraging rich structure in the conversations, with a focus
on the protocol that the counselors are trained to
follow. There has been increased interest in blending retrieval and generation approaches by modifying prototypes retrieved from training data (Li
et al., 2018; Weston et al., 2018). It is possible
that such an approach would enable modifying and
thus tailoring responses to similar contexts.

The results we present are on a specific, datalimited setting, but the implications of our results
may be broader both for other important applications, which commonly have data limitations, and
for retrieval baselines that are used to assess generative models. As embeddings have improved,
so too have retrieval baselines, which need to be
updated for appropriate evaluation of generative
models in any language generation setting.
Our results are not without limitations. The
data-limited setting presented a challenge to training generative models, and perhaps extensive
hyper-parameter tuning could influence results.
However, limited data and non-exhaustive parameter tuning are common limitations. Further, as
datasets increase in size, so does the potential for
relevant, related contexts to be present and thus
the potential for successful retrieval increases as
well. Thus, even on larger datasets, competitive
retrieval models, such as those we have presented,
should be considered for baseline comparisons.
Another limitation of our approach is the extent
8
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Appendices

Modified model parameters are shared below for
reproducibility.
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A.1

Seq2Seq Model Parameters

More information on model parameters can be
found in the OpenNMT-py online documentation2 .

Iulian Vlad Serban, Ryan Lowe, Peter Henderson, Laurent Charlin, and Joelle Pineau. 2015. A survey of
available corpora for building data-driven dialogue
systems. arXiv preprint arXiv:1512.05742.

-dynamic dict on
2
http://opennmt.net/OpenNMT-py/index.
html
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-share vocab on
-src seq length = 200
-tgt seq length = 200
-rnn size = 500
-src word vec size = 300
-tgt word vec size = 300
-share embeddings on
-encoder type = brnn
-decoder type = rnn
-rnn type = LSTM
-layers = 2
-global attention = general
-optim = adam
-learning rate = 0.001
-batch size = 4
pre-trained embedding glove.840B.300d.txt
A.2

VHCR Model Parameters

More info can be found about model parameters in
the online repository3 .
-model = VHCR
-batch size = 4
-embedding size = 300
-encoder hidden size = 500
-decoder hidden size = 500
-context size = 500
-z sent size = 50
-z conv size = 50
pre-trained embedding glove.840B.300d.txt
-max sentence length = 60
-max conversation length = 5
-min vocab frequency = 3
3

https://github.com/ctr4si/
A-Hierarchical-Latent-Structure\
-for-Variational-Conversation-Modeling
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